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Contract F 61708 - 94 - 0 - 0014
Item 0001

We. conducted experiments to study instabilities, developed, when
a liner, converged under magnetic field, interacted with electrode
walls.

A liner was compressed by a current pulse with an amplitude of
'5 MIA and effective tiire of 17pfsec.

Initial conditions were. a liner with a rad i us of Po = 30 mmia
relative length of t/Ro=l, aspect rat.io of Ro/A= 30; a liner and
electrodes were n-rde of aluminum.

In each experim-ent two liners -were used. One was located
between straight walls (o(= 00), the walls of another were slightly
inclined (o= 30).

In the first experiment liners were connected with electrodes
in a sliding fit manner at the depth of 0,5 mm.

At the radius of 0,5 Ro two zones can be singled out: a middle
pairt of a liner arid a wal I one. In a i,,iiddle part a shape of a
liner is olos, to that of a oylinder (= 0C),

In the wall zone riyovement, is very instable. It is observed that.
liner ends could be ahead its middle part (Lr/i'-O 0, 2) or they could
be behind it (Ar/r-0,5 or Ar/r''-l ), or a liner could lose contact
with a wall, or rmtal coDuld deposit on electrodes.

Perturbation zone extends at an angle of p = 25 from the wall.
"is very instable and evidently depends on the "quality" of a

joint.: liner - wall.
When a connection with a wall is "joint"( experiment N2) at. a

radius of 0,25 Ro a middle part of a liner mroves as a cylinder free
of any noticeable perturbations. At an angle ofc= 30 a "picture is
very favorable. Practically there are no perturbations near walls.
At d= 00a liner completely loses contact with walls along the whole
perimreter, making a gap, which corresponds to p from 350 to 400,
i. e. "joint" instability !ranifests itself again.

The value of radial lags near a gap reap-hes Ar/ i.-o,7.
For a miCUle zone radii of liners at- t he i nment of radiography

met.ch well with the results of I-D calculations.
The largest perturbations in the zone of " joint" are observed,

when walls are straight ( O ', when a liner is located "jointly"
to a wa]l. Even in the case with straight walls, when the connecit.tion
is sliding with overlap of only 0,5 imm, it works better. That wa!-ans
that in future experiients the value of overlap should be increased.

Asn,•.l inclince of the walls (V= 3") brings to further decrease of
pert urbat i ons.

In order to decrease wall perturbations it is interesting to
observe their developient, when a liner comes tightly to a wall
(either with a larger value of the overlap or with "joint" free
connect i on).

It was even rmore interesting to evaluate the stability of the
results, when the experiment was repeated the same way (similarly to
experiment N2).

We have also prepared and conducted the third and the forth
experimeý_'.nts.

Teohnical representativye of VN! IEF
Pressor

K.••K, Chernyshev
Ye. I. Zha.rinov



Contract F 61708-94-C-0014
Item 0002

The repetit.iton of experimment N2 without si gnificant changes
showed (see exp. N33) that the opinion, mas-de earlier about the
advantage of slii2htly inclined walls (Y= 3' ) comparatively to
straight walls (X= 0') in case, when liners are located "jointly" to
the walls, is not confirmed. At. o= 03 a liner complitely lost contact.
with the wall along the whole length of a perimeter, and a gap was
formed, which had an equal angle and the dimension equal to two
liner thicknesses, but only from one liner end for incomrehensible
reason.

Parts of a liner adjac-ent t.o a gap lagged behind by Ar/r!; 0, 1.
The other liner's end flew normally.

At •(= Oca liner did not leave walls from none of the ends. Close
to walls one can see that liner's ends are a little ahead the middle
part not i-re than A r/r = 0, 15 in a zone 2" = -0w

Experiment N : confIrmed strong dependence of perturbat. ion
pictur'e on very simall changes in initial conditions which earlier
were not controlled, probably, as a result of diference in gaps
aLong the li ner perimteter, m-easured in micron.. when connection is

"joint". The issue arose about irrre reliable connection between a
liner and walls for sure free of gaps.

It was interesting to watch the ochlaracter of wall
perturbations, when the liner's overlap was increased twice ( up to
I mm ) and at. the same t ime radial tightness of 15 microns was used.

Wi th that aim the character of l iner nrvement i n a wall zone was
specified. To estimate stability of the phenomenon the liner was
accelerateed under t.hree absolutely si miilar initial conditions
("overlap" was I mm, tightness - 15 microns, (7"= 0 and o(= 3").

Technical representative of VNIi EF
__ Prof'essor'

,- V. Fe. h-ernyshev

Ye IL Zha-rinov



ABSTRACT
Contract F 61708-94- ,-U0014

Item 003
The t e .. . . -1,-0'ý

The experi•m•..- with three liners (experimeent N 5 and
experim.nt N 6 ), which were conducted similarly ("over1.p" is 1 mm-,
t.i ghtness is 15 microns, d= 0 and o= 3") at the moment, when

/ro= 0.5, oonfirm)ed that!
- li-ner does not lose contact with a wall ( even with d= 0')
- 1.ck sparp of splashes of line•r-- _ retal, being observed earlier

(both inside or outside) near, the wall
- presence of little (6r,/r < 0,05) smoot.h pertur1bations in

the zone P=30" for both straight and slightly inclined ( -X= 30) wails.
All the conducted exper, iments a ain put forward the issue how

much regular the good result was, which was obtained in the
expe'rimtent N 2 with cý= ,S".

To -answer this issue experiment N 2, was repeated ( see exp. N6)
for straight. walls, whioh make more perturbationsr Thickness of a
liner was decreased up tro o0 7 m. in order' to observe the
beginning of expansion in a middle zone- At. = 3 thickness of a liner
was preserved,

Radio ography .made at a moent, close to a moment of focusing,
showed that, when o,(= 36 liner also lost contact with walls at. both
ends!, wall perturbations highly increased ( up to dr/r'P-' ),

Hence, the ways tro minimize wall perturbat ions have b•,:ome
clea"r.

Developm-ent of perturbations is very complicated and
interest.ing, it depends on smiall changes of initial conditions. All
this makes the follow-inof comparison of results of 2. - D numlerical
calculations, in which Fillips Lab has achieved s i g ni fi cant
progress, with the future expe.rivental data very encouraging,

-D calczulations, made for a middle part of a "liner length,
showed that at the radius of n 0./1,, the velocity of inner liner
she l_ is _ 5, 4 kr.,,•sec._ for the initiaal thickness of 1,0 mm. and 7,. 6 km/sec_
- for the thickness of 0, 7 .nm-i,

We evauat-ed the temperature at. the mrment of liner irmplposion.
.We also have fineshed the analysis of experivmental and

computational data and have wr itt.en the final report " Study of
Imploding Electrode Wall Interaction" under the contract
F 6-1708-94-C-0J-014.

Technical representative of VNIIEF

Professor
~ 7 V. K 1 h, --V,. Chernvyhev

Ye 12I.Zai,

/_L_' Ye,!z .7harinov
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ABSTRACT

The r-epot gives the results of the experiment.s on aluminum

liner acceleration and their interaction with electrode walls. The

liners having the radius of 30 mm, wall thickness of' 1 mm and 0,7 imm

and a length of 30 mi are accelerated by a maignetic field,created by

explosive magnetic generator (ElIG). A helical generator 100 mm in

diameter and 700 rm in length was used to create a magnetic field.

During the process of compression a liner shape was recorded using

X-ray facility.

The report gives experimental set. - up, electrical and design

data of experimental units and diagnostical equipment and also raw

experimental data., analysis data and description of an analysis

method.

Based on the experiments we chose the method to bring a liner

into a contact with electrode walls, which permits continuous

contact of a liner with electrode walls in the process of motion.

The work is done under the contract "Study of •mploding

Liner - Electrode Wall Interaction" ( N F 61708 - 94 - C - 0014)3

made between the "Phillips Lab" (USA) and VNIIEF (Russia).
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INTRODUCT ION

The report gives the. results of experiment.s and calculations

made at VNIIEF under the contract N F61708 - 94 - C - 0014 , made

between "Phillips Lab" (USA) and VNIIEF (Russia) in 1994. The issue

of interaction between solid liners, accelerated by the magnetic

field, and the end electrode walls is-of great interest for both

laboratories.

Acceleration of solid liners which do not explode during the

flight is widely used to obtain ultra - high magnetic fields, to

compress plasma, to study the properties of various materials under

high magnetic pressure and etc. /1-4/.
%hen a liner interacts with electrode walls the following

phenomena can appear : advance or lag of liner boundaries (azimuthal

and axial asyimetry), melt and evaporation of liner material, local

distortions of a shape, etc.

These phenomena depend on magnetic field voltag'e, strength

properties of a liner and electrodes, angle of electrode walls slope

and other reasons.

The main goal of the experiments was to define the picture of
interaction between aluminum liners of' various thickness and

electrode walls. Aluminum liners with 30 mm radius and 30 mm length

were subjected tco study. To receive more information during

experiments we used a liner system (LS) consisting of two

independent liners, which enables us to record a liner position at a

given instant with one and the same discharge current.

As an energy source we used a helical explosive magnetic

generator (EMs) with 100 imm in a diameter and 0,7J m in length,

having effective operation time of 15-17j1tsec which produces currents

in LS up to 5,9 MA.
The shape of liners at various stages of' movement was recorded

using an X - ray facility. T irme of exposure was from 50 to 70 nsec.

Six explosive shots were conducted with a liner system. The

representatives of Phillips Lab were present at first two shots.
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1. DISCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS.

Fig'. 1. 1 shows the scheme to conduct explosive shots to

accelerate cylindrical liners by the magnetic field, created using

an explosive magnetic generator.

The main components are : a liner system (LS), which is under

investigation; a helical explosive magnetic generator (ENS), which

is the source of energy for LS ; a capacitor bank (CB) with an

energy source of 0,5 MJ, which is a source of energy to power an EMG;

X - ray facility; high-voltage units HU-19-I and HU-19-II to fire

EMG and trigger an X-ray fac'ility ; time-delay units for pulse

triggers DU-1 and DU-II ; a set of measuring equipment t.o record the

main electric E.IG characteristics.

The detailed description of LS is given in the next section.

A helical EMS of 100 mml diameter and 700 imn length was used as

a source of energy. ENS provided current pulses in LS with a

characteristic rise - time from 15 to 17 p.sec, which provides

currents in LS up to 5,9 MA. The full time of generator operation was

85 jsec.

Fig. 1.2 shows EMG together with the liner system.

A capacitor bank is able to store 1200VF and charge voltage up

to 30 kV to power EMvs. In our shots we used only a part of a 48OiF

capacitor bank, which was charged up to the voltage of 15 kV. The

store of energy was enough to provide the required current for EWM

powering.

The powering current and current derivatives in ENE were

measured using Rog'ovsky coil and inductive probes of' various

sensitivity. Probes were located in a cavity of LS casing at equal

distances from the system axis. An inductive probe is a coil of

small dimensions, winded by an insulated wire (0 0,28 mm) into

dielectric frame out of plexiglass of a given cross - section

(6,C6 1m_). To reduce parasitic noise from the external field the coil

output ends were bifilar. The coil was installed into a plexiglass

casing, filled by insulating compound to increase electrostrength
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and protection from liner explosion products.

Fig. 1. 3 shows the measuring unit with eight probes. The number of
turns in inductive probe coils was from 100 to 4 to record current

derivative from 10 A/s at the beginning of EMG operation to 3.10 A/s

at the end of its operation.

Voltage pulses from inductive probes were applied directly to

vertically deviating plates of two - beam oscilloscopes and were

recorded from screens into photofilm. Voltage amplitudes from probes

reached several hundred volts.

The state and position of liners at. a given instant were

recorded using X-ray facility, including the following main units:

pulse voltage generator (PVG),

opening switch,

charge facility,

control desk,
vacuum system,

vacuum d i od.

The X-ray facility is given in Fig. 1.4.

The main characteristics of an X-ray facility are:
energy stored in a pulse voltage generator is 5 kJ,

output voltage is 0,5-1 MV,

PVG capacity under discharge. is 20 nF,

inductance in a discharge circuit. is 7 H,
limiting residual pressure

-3 -5

in a chamber of a vacuum diod is 10 Pa (10 torr),

X-ray radiation dose at the

distance of I m per pulse is 1-1,5 R,
X-ray pulse duration is 50-70 nsec.

Rogovsky coil was used in a PVG discharge circuit to record the

moment, when x-ray radiation appears. The pulse from Rogovsky coil

was applied to the second beais of oscilloscopes, which record E1G

current derivatives.

The components operate in the following way.
First of all the capacitor bank is charged up to the required

value using a charging device. Upon the order "Trigger" a capacitor
bank is discharged on the helical EMG coil. At the same time using

the DU-1 pulse delay unit, HU-19-I high - voltage unit is triggered,
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A measuring unit with inductive probes

Fig. 1.3
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7-z'ay facility

Fig. 1.4



which provides detonation of the HE charge electrodetonator in an

EMG tube. Using the same pulse, HU-19-II high - voltage facility is

triggered, which provides triggering of x - ray facility.

DU-I time delay unit was adjusted in such a way that to the

moment, when helix turns began to deform (when EMG current started

to increase), the current from a capacitor bank would reach its

maximum. Delay time to trigger BY-19-II and an x - ray facility was

chosen keeping in mind the moment of LS radiography.

Time diagrams of EMG powering currents, current derivatives of

ENG and x - ray pulse are plotted in Fig. 1.5.
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EMG current derivative and x-ray pulse
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Des i gnat ions:
I is ENVG powering current, recorded by Rogovsky coil (RC) ;
I is current derivate in an EMvG and LS, recorded using

inductive probes ;
X is voltage pulse from RC of x - ray facility Rogovsky coil;
T/4 is quarter of period of the capacitor bank discharge into

EMG inductance;
to is beginning of the capacitor bank discharge
t4  is the moment of electrodetonator firing in an EMSG
t.2 is the moment, when EMG helix starts to deform ;
t3  is the moment, when a voltage pulse from RC of x-ray

facility appears ;
tr=t.3 - t is time of radiography.

Fig. 1.5



2. DESCRIPTION OF A LINER SYSTEM 13

Study of interaction between liners and electrode

walls, defining of their flight symmetry was carried out on a liner

system (LS), which is schematically shown in Fig. 2. 1.

To receive more information from the shot we developed a double

liner system, which enables to observe simultaneously the flight of

two independent liners (with one -and the same EMG discharge

current).

LS represents a coaxial facility, consisting of two cylindrical

liners (1) and (2), located between lateral electrodes (3),and (4)

and a central electrode (5), dividing LS into two independent

portions ; a massive outer casing (6) and an insulator (7). In some

assemblies in order to achieve uniform current spreading we put a

cylinder (8) made of aluminum foil above the liners. The foil

thickness was 0,,045 mm, its ends were lap-connected with electrode

walls. The connection between liners thenmelves and electrodes was

either "overlapping" or "joint".

Position (9) denotes location of inductive probes.

An outer casing (6) with a wall thickness of 10 mm was made of

aluminum alloy, AMZ. This enabled to achieve sufficiently good liner

pictures using radiography though they were located inside the

metallic casing.

An insulator of 2 mm thickness was made of mylar.

In the first experiments liners and electrodes in LS were made

of aluminum alloy, AMZ. For the following experiments we chose more

refractory metal, steel, for electrodes and aluminum (mark A 995),

the metal with more conductivity and practically without impurities,

for liners.

Electrode walls were made both flat. or conical shapes with a

slope angle up to 30.

The liner system as an assembly or as separate units is shown

in Fig. 2.2.
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Liner systemu as an assembly or as
separat~e components

Fig. 2, 2
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3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ; THEIR COMPARISON WITH CALCULATIONS

Two sets of exposive shots were conducted using liner systems.

The external radius of liners was 30 nmm, wall thickness was 0,7 mm

and 1 mm, length was 30 mm The goal of experime.nts was to study a

liner shape and its interactions with electrode walls. Based on
these studies we tried to choose a method to connect a liner with

walls with which the continuous contact could be provided.

In the first set of four shots the liners of aluminum alloy,3 5
AMZ (2,73 g/cm density, 2,86-10 1/ohin-cm conductivity, 6540C melting

temperature) were tested /5/. Electrodes were made of the same.

alloy.

In the second set of two shots we tested liners of A 995
aluminum with 2.7 g/cmr3 density, 3,77,O 1/ohrnm-cm conductivity and

0

660 C melting temperature. Electrodes were made of steel (mark 30).
The radius of compression and liner flight velocity, the

current effect integral Y =JI2dt and double current effect integral
Z =ff12 dtdt were calculated in the experiments, by 1-D MHD code with

t.he given equation of state and aluminum conductivity /6/. The
comparison of the experimental data and calculation was made.

THE FIRST SET OF EXPERIMENTS

SHOT 1

The design of a liner system with the main dimensions is shown
schematically in Fig.3.1. The left liner was located between flat
electrodes, the right one - between conical electrodes with slope
angle of 3 G' Both liners were mounted on electrode plateau (0,5 mm)

by their overlapping ends and had a loose fit over the diameter.
LS radiograph made at. the instant tp = 74,2 Psec from the

beginning of current appearance in-liners is given in Fig. 3. 2.
Fig. 3.3 (a) gives oscillograms of' EMG powering current (the

first upper beam) and EMG current derivative (the second low beam),
recorded by a probe, having 30 turns. The oscillograph started to
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EMG current dependence on time
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operate simultaneously with capacitor bank discharge.

Fig. 3.3 (b) and 3.3 (c) give oscillograms of EMG current

derivatives from probes having 100 turns and 6

turns,correspondingly. The second oscillograph beatms (Fig.3.3 c)

recorded pulse from RC of x - ray facility at. the moment of

rad i at i on.

The pictures also show time sweep with time nmrks.

All the oscillographs, recording EMv current derivatives from

the. probes of various sensitivity, including those, which

oscillograms are not given here, were triggered by HU-19-I.

EMG powering current (Io), at. the noment, when helix turns t

deform is calculated by the formula

No, Uo

Io = - (A),

Rsh

where : Nc is a number RC turns,

Uo is voltage on an oscillograph, V

Rsh is resistance of a shunt., Ohm.

EI•V current derivatives (I) were calculated according to the

formula

8

5-10. UýRa

i --------- (A/s)

N-S

where: U ........... is voltage on an inductive probe, V

N ........... is number of probe turns ;

S = 0,394 cm 2is the square of a single turn ;

Ra= 5,75 cm is a radius from the turn center to the axis ;

5-108. ...... is constant coefficient.

EMG current derivatives according to probes of various

sensivity were averaged. I (t) current curve was plotted according
3

to averaged dependence, I (t), by integration.

As it is seen from a radiograph (Fig. 3. 2) central liner parts

have been moving along the radius sufficiently symmetrically. No

noticeable perturbances or non - uniformities were seen on the outer

surfaces. No noticeable difference in behaviour of a liner, located



between straight and conical electrodes was discovered. 21

At. the moment of radiog'raphing the radius of liner central

parts along the outer surface in average was Rr = 0,43Ro = 12,9 nmi.

The perturbation of the ends in the wall areas in both liners

is observed. The ends of the right liner, located between conical

electrodes are ahead of the central part from both sides. From the

left side one can observe the initial stage, when the liner end

leaves the electrode wall. The right end of the left liner, located

between the electrodes with straight walls, also is ahead of the

central part. The liner practically completely leaves the electrode

wall in the left wall area.

Peak EMG current derivative was 3-10" A/s.

Fig. 3. 4 presents EIV6 current dependence on time, obtained by

integration of current derivative in shot 1. The same picture shows

the moment of tr liner system radi ography.

Peak current in a liner system was Imax = 4,9 MA, to the moment

of radiography it decreases to the Ir = 3,9 MAA. Current effect

integral at the tr moTnent. was Yr = 2,98-10' A's , Zr = 2,5.10 A's'.

Estimated dependendce of a liner radius on time, obtained by

1-D MHiD code for experimental EMG current dependence in shot 1, is

shown in Fig. 3. 5. In the same Fig. one can see a point, which

denotes the radius of the outer liner surface, obtained in the

experire.nt (tr moment.), which practically matches the calculation

data.

SHOT 2

In this shot LS design (Fig. 3. 6) distinguished from LS design

in the shot I only by the fact that the liner ends, which are
"joint.", came across electrode walls, the cilinder of aluminum foil

0,045 mm thick was put above the liners. The cilinder came tigghtly

across the liner surface, its ends were squeezed between an

electrode and a casing.

We conducted the experiment aiming to define a shape and

character of interaction between a liner and the walls at the later

stage of their movement.
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Shot 2

ELG current dependence on time
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Figg. 3. 7 shows LS radiograph made at tr = 76,6 ýtsec. Osci llog'rajis

of EMG powering current,EMG current derivatives are given in Fig. 3.8

(a,b,c). As it is seen from a radiograph (Fig. 3. 7) the picture of

interaction between liners and walls comparatively with shot 1 has

changed significantly. The ends of a left liner, located between

flat. electrodes practically along the whole perimeter blew up and

separated from the walls.

A right. liner located between conical electrodes flew close to

the axis with a symmetry good enough. A good contact of liner ends

with electsrode walls has been retained.

The apperance of local depressions on the surface of flat.

electrodes was unexpected for us (Fig 3. 7). They are, probably, the

result of met.al burning under the effect of electric explosion.

EMG current dependences on tinye,, are given in Fig. 3. 9.

From the experiment the following is obtained:82 3 2 2

Imax=4,7MA, Ir=2,9 MA, Yr=2,9-1OeA-s, Zr=2,8-10 A2s , Rr=O,33Ro=lOmm.

Estimated dependences of radii and liner velocities on time are

given in Fig. 3. 10 and 3. 11. These pictures show the moment of

radiography tr. The point in Fig. 3. 10 shows the radius of an outer

liner surface obtained in the experiment.

SHOT 3

From the point of view of the design shot 3 (Fig. 3. 12) was the

repetition of' shot 2. Its goal was to verify the results of shot. 2,

where a liner, located between conical electrodes, came up to the

axis with the symmetry good enough. But our hopes have not come true

in the experiment..

Fig. 3.13 shows LS radiogram at the mroment of tr = ''i7sec. As it

is seen from a radiograph liners are at. the earlier flight stag'e,

though the right liner located between conical electrodes, has

already separated from the left end. The reason for that. is mostly

likely the poor contact between the left liner end and the electrode

wall. The ends of the left liner continue to be in continuous

contact with the flat. walls, but in the area of contacts the ends of
the liner are significantly ahead of the central part.
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.Shot 3
LS design

Al. foil)

Fig. 3,12

Radiograph

(working picture t t=77 jisec

Fig. 3,13
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Shot 3

Oscillograms

1 point = 10 rsec

a)

1 point = 4 psec

b)

I point = 4 ysec

c,

M

Fig. 3.14



Sho t 3

EMG current dependence on time
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Shot 4

LS design

Fig, 3, 17

Radiograph

(working pictutre -tr= 75 fsec)

Fig, 3,,18
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Spoint = 4 psec

b)
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1 point = 4 jsec
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EMG current dependence on time
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Shot 4
The right liner
(1 mm thickness)

DeDendence of a liner radius on time
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As a result. of the experiment it is obtained:
82 .3 2.t.r=75 psec, Imax=5,9 MA, Ir=5,8 MA, Yr=4,7.10 A's, Zr=3,5o10 A'S

1-D MND calculations showed that the liners over the mome-nt of

radoigraphing caen, through focusing and came up to the stage of

e xpans i on.

Calculation results of radii and velocities depending on time-

are g iven in Fig. 3. 21, 3. 22 for a left liner, in Fi g.3.23, 3.24 for a

right liner.

According to estimations the focusing of a left liner 0,7 mm

thick must take place at the moment. of t4.f = 71 psec (Fig. 3.21),

focusing of a right., a thicker one, at. the moment of t.,f = 73 sec

(Fig. 3. 23).

In the experiment radiography was tade at the moment of

tr = 75 Jfsec, i.e. after expansion.

By this moment the outer surface of a left liner has expanded

along the radius from the axis by 16 •m• (Fig. 3. 21), the outer

surface of a right liner - by 9 imm (Fig. 3. 23).

This matches well with experimental data, which are shown by a

point in these pictures. It goes out of calculations that to the

moient of focusing the peak velocity of a left liner outer surface

of 0,7 mm thick was 3,3 km/sec, that of an inner surface was 7,6

kin/sec (Fig. 3. 22). At the same time the velocity of a right liner of

1 mn thick was 2,8 km/sec and 5,4 km/sec, correspondingly

(Fig. 3. 24).

The analysis of results of the first set. of experiment.s showed

the unstable picture of interaction between liners and walls for the

both methods of connection ("joint" and " over lapping").

The most. probable reason of' this instability is the presense of

gaps between liner ends and electrodes.

This means that a special attention must be paid to the quality

of connection between liners and electrode walls along the whole

per i meter.
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THE SCOND SET OF El" RiIENTS

In t--is set. of experir-ient.s we tested the improved version of

liner system, where we tGook m• sures and provided more t.i ght contact

between liner ends and elect.rode walls. For this purpose overlapping

1iners were wriunt.ed on the electrode plateau 1,0 mm thick and were

fixed there by a iret.hod of hot- fit.

Thiile designing liners and electrodes the t.olerane for t.he,7e
eleemntLs has been chosen in such a. way that a "i neir slippied over the

plateau of electrodes only in a. heated stat..e, In the. process of

cooling up to the normal temperat.ure a linerr compressed and with its
inner surface tightly caire across the plateau surfaoe of electrodes,

providing in such a way a reliable elect.rica.l contact .along the

whole perirrzeter of a liner. inner side.

To avoide local exp loso ins on the surfe of el ect.rodes, the

last were iz. m,.e out of steel (mark 30)$ liners themelves were m.ade

of alumrrinum (mark A 9956).

SHOT 5

A de••g,-,n of a. liner systemi with a new method of j-,in,. is given

_n,, S . 25,_ L_ r, adicgcrapip _ at the moioiment tr = r2" tjsec is given in

Fig-.3. 26.

As it is seen from a rad,,icrgraph a a constant. __.ta.ct. between

1iner ends and electrode wa.lls has been retained up to the m-rent of

radiography usinng this m•ethod of fix. No local explosions on the

surface o"f liners and walls were observed. At the ]torrent orf
r•a dicr,'aphy liner- edges were abead of a central part which mcwve~d

syrm*me tr i call ! y.

In both portions (both with flat. and conic:ai e1_etrodes wi.t an
angle of 30) the external liner radius Rr=7 mm and shape are

pract i cal 1 y equa.l.

Fig. 3..27- (a, b, c) sho,ws osci llog--raph frorm the experimrent., Fig.
3. 28 shows current dependence on t.i me.

Fig, 3..2.9 shows th-e dependence of a. liner rad i us on t1 i m The
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Shot 5
L~S design

f 30

Fig. 3, 25
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Shot 5
Oscillograms

1 point = 10 psec
a)

1 point = 4 jsec

b)

I point =4 se

Fig. 3.27
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Shot 5

EMG current dependence on time
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point on the same dependence shows the external liner radius

obtained in the experiment.

During the shot the following nuibers were obtained:2 3 2 2

tr=73Msec, Imax=4,18 MA, Ir=3,61 MA, Yr=2,3-1G OAs, Zr=1,93,10 A-s,

Rr = 0,57 Ro = 17 imm.

SHOT 6

To confirm the result obtained above, we conducted the second
shot with the sme LS. Unfortunately in this shot we. managed to
photograph only a liner between conical electrodes because of light
marks on a part of an x - ray film.

A radiograph of the shot was shown in Fig. 3. 31. It is seen from

a radiograph that. in this shot and in the shot 5 a contact between
liner ends and the walls of conical electrode has been retained.

The oscillographs of the experiment are given in Fig. 3.232
(a,b,c).

F i g. 3. 33 shows EMG current dependence on t i me, F i g. 3. 34 shows

estimated radius dependence on time.

The following numbers are obtained in the shot.,

tr=72,7 Vsec, lmax=3,98 MA, Ir=3, 3 MA, Yr=2, 1- 1GAs ,Zr=l 781_ A-s,

Rr = 0,6Ro = 18 im.
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Shot 6
LS design

Fig. 3, 30

Radiograph

(wa~rling pictuxre t tr= 72,7 s~ee

Fig-3.31



Shot 6

Osoillograms

1 point = 10 Psec
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Fig 3, 32
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Shot 6

EMG current dependence on time
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4. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments with LS, conducted with various E1VG

currents,showed the .significant effect of a met.hod to fix a liner

with electrode walls on the syimmetry of a liner flight, especially

in the wall area.

The first set of experiments was devoted to clarification of

the fact : what is the reason for instability. Instability

manifested itself in the fact that in experiments both with straight

and conical electrodes, conducted in similar conditions, electrical

explosion of liner ends and their separation from walls either took

place or not. The only reason which could explain somehow the

instability is that there are probably some joint gaps along the

perimeter of a liner.

In the second set of experiments we used a known method of'

connection (hot fit of a line into electrode plateau), which enabled

to exclude the separation of liner ends from the walls at the

earliest stages of movement.

The x - ray data showed that with the chosen EMG3 modes axial

convergence symmetry of central liner parts is satisfactory, despite

the fact that the liners flew the dist.ance,equal to 15 or 20 of

their initial thickness.

I t is important to not i ce that appearance of current azimuthal

asymmetry in one of LS portions (e. g. Fig. 3.7 : a liner is to the

left) does not lead to significant asymmetry in an ajacent portion

(the same Fig. :a 1 iner is to the ri ght), though these liners were

included in one and the same discharde circuit.

Taking into account magnetic field diffusion by MHD code we

made a temperature estimation of a liner surface heat for shot. 2,

where LS radiography was made at the moment close to the moment of
focusing. The calculation showed that the temperature of an outer
surface did not exceed 12500C, the temperature of an inner surface
that of 3 000 C, i.e. an outer surface must be in a liquid state, an
inner surface must be in a solid state.

To illustrate this for shot 2 we calculated the heat.
temperature and the metal density of a liner wall according to



its cross-section at the mgment of radiography t.r=76,6 U sec and at
the m•ment. of' focusing t.f=78. 02 psec.

As it is seen from Fig. 4. 1 at the moment tr, when the wall
thickness reached the value of Ar=4,2 mm, only 15% of its thickness
(if to count from an external surface to an internal one) goes into
a liquid state, the remaining part of a liner is in a solid state.
In the moment of focusing (tf) , when Af=6 am, most part. of the
metal goes into a liquid state,excluding' a medium layer. At this
moment the peak density of compressed metal in the layers close to
the inner liner surface was ff=4,8 g/cm'.

As it is known from work /7/, while accelerating flat metallic
plates by the magnetic field the plate velocity is proportional to
the value of current effect integral, the flight distance is

proportional to the double integral of current effect.
If we admit a double integral as a criterion for cylindrical

liners, which defines the radius of liner compression provided that.

comnulation effect, when cylindrical liners converge t.o the center

up to R=0,3 Ro, is not large, let us imagine the set. of' experiments

as the dependence R=f(Z), where R is a liner radius, Z is a double

integral of current effect.

The estimated dependence for an aluminum liner with a 30 MMI

radius and 1 an thickness wall is shown in Fig. 4. 2. As it is seen

from the plot., estimated dependence looks like a linear one. The

points in the plot denote radii, obtained in the experiments. The

arrow in the axis of abscissa shows the double integral, with which

the focusing of a liner system takes place.

It goes from the plot that a liner focusing with 30 mm radius

and 1 mn thickness wall takes place with double integral not less

than Zf = 3,3.10 A s
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Estimated dependences of temperature and liner

material density according to thickness at the

moments of radiography and focusing
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Fig. 4. 1
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Dependence of a linetr radius on double

integral of current effect
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CONCLUS IONS

Two sets of explosive experiments with double liner systems

have been conducted. A helical generator of 100 mm diameter and 700

mm length was used as a source of energy. The source provided 5,9 MA

amplitude current pulses in a liner system.

The first. set of experiment.s was carried out aiming to study

wall effects and to choose the method how to joint a liner with

electrodes with which the continues contact of a liner with

electrode walls would be provided. As a joint miet-hod we chose the

method of "hot fit.". The joint enabled t.o provide the tight and

reliable electric contact of a liner with electrode walls.

In a two-liner system the axial asyPmetry in one of liners does

not lead to a simmiilar asymmetry in another one, though both liners

are included in one discharge circiut of a generator and one and the

same current, flew through them.

With discharge currents up to 5,9 MA the axial synmettry of

convergence of liner central parts visually is quite satisfactory,

despite the fact that liners have flown distances, equal to 15-20

inherent inital thickness.

Flight velocities of' liners were calculated by 1-D MHD code.

The calculation showed that the velocity of a central part external

boundary of an aluminum liner with 30 mm radius, initial wall

thickness of 1 mm with a maximum discharge. current of 5,8 Mva was

"-2,8 km/sec at the moment of focusing; the velocity of an inner

surface was 5,4 km/sec. For the liners with 0,7 mm wall thickness
the numbers were -,3,3 kmi/sec, 7,6 kmi/sec, correspondingly.

According to the results of one of calculations we built the
dependence of temperature distribution according to a liner wall
cross - section at the more.nt of' radiography and the moPients of
focusing. According to the calculation the heat temperature of' liner
walls did not. exceed the temperature of evaporation of aluminum.

We compared the estimated dependence of liner compression
radius on double integral of current effect. with the experimental
results. The matching of data is satisfactory.
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